
Social Physics and Complexity

https://socialcomplexity.eu/job/junior-developer-2/

Junior Developer (work contract)
Description

The Social Physics and Complexity Lab, at the Laboratory of Instrumentation and
Experimental Particle Physics (LIP) is recruiting Junior Developers/Programmers to
aid research in the scientific subject of Computational Social Sciences, in the
framework of the project “FARE, Fake News and Real People”, Grant Agreement
853566, funded by the European Research Council (ERC).

The candidates will be hired under a non-fixed term work contract , pursuant to
the Labour Code, approved by law no.7/2009 of 12th February, under its current
reading.

The recruited candidates will integrate a multidisciplinary and diverse research
team and be supported by more senior team members in a collegial and
collaborative environment.

The candidates should have an educational or professional background relevant to
project scope including informatics, computer science, data management,
engineering or similar. Knowledge of programming is required, and experience
with Python and its data analysis stack (NumPy, Pandas) is desirable. Experience
with parallel computing is an advantage. Knowledge of data management, including
data pipelines and database creation, as well as systems administration (Linux
servers, PostgreSQL databases, web servers) is an advantage.

We welcome candidates who are university students working part-time or have
interrupted their university education.

Candidates can apply by sending the following documentation (in english):

a) Motivation letter
b) Curriculum Vitae
c) Certificate or diploma copy, if applicable
d) Contacts of 2 references
e) Other documents the candidate considers relevant for their application

Applications should be sent as pdf files to the email address natalia@lip.pt until
January 31st, 2022.

Additional information:

Euraxess
LIP webpage

 

 

Employment Type
Full-time, Part-time

Job Location
LIP, Av. Gama Pinto, n.2, piso 3,
1649-003 Lisbon, Portugal
Remote work possible

Valid through
31.01.2022

Contacts
spac@lip.pt

Social Physics and Complexity research group
https://socialcomplexity.eu

https://www.euraxess.pt/jobs/712836
https://lip.pt/?section=about&page=recruitment#772
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